
H.B (510) Page 13 

March 18, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of Institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic): 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic): branches and agencles of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act corporations (foreign-related 
institutions). Excludes International banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; small domestic 
and foreign-related Institutions are estimated based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7·8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

a. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. Assets less liabilities. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences 
in the seasonal patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.S (510) Page 13 

March 25. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic): 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic): branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act corporations (foreign-related 
institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe: small domestic 
and foreign-related institutions are estimated based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-t 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data lor the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans In other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection. demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States. balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with relateJ foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line t1.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums ol seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. Assets less liabilities. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences 
in the seasonal patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.a (51 0J Page 13 

April 1. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic): 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act corporations (foreign-related 
institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; small domestic 
and foreign-related institutions are estimated based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data lor small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data lor small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7 ·8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment lor mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data lor the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
lor the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data lor acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign oHices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves lor losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; lor all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11. The seasonally adjusted aggregates lor all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due· to position with related foreign olfices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. Assets less liabilities. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences 
in the seasonal patterns estimated lor total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.8 (510) Page 13 

AprilS, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act corporations (foreign-related 
institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. large domestic banks constitute a universe; small domestic 
and foreign-related institutions are estimated based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-B and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse APs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

a. Estimated with partial data; lor all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates lor all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

t 0. Assets less liabilities. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences 
in the seasonal patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B(510) Page 13 

Aprilt5, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types ol institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act corporations (foreign-related 
institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; small domestic 
and foreign-related institutions are estimated based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put Into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions In the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which Is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these Items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is included In line 23. 

1 o. Assets less liabilities. This balancing item is.not intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences 
in the seasonal patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.S (510) Page 13 

April22, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act corporations (foreign-related 
Institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; small domestic 
and foreign-related Institutions are estimated based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is Included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these Items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is Included in line 23. 

1 o. Assets less liabilities. This balancing item is not Intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences 
in the seasonal patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

May6, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act corporations (foreign-related 
institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; small domestic 
and foreign-related institutions are estimated based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions In the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in fine 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in fine 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in fines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adju!'ted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. Assets less liabilities. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any ditrerences 
in the seasonal panerns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.S (51 0) Page 13 

May 13, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of Institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State Investment companies, and Edge Act corporations (foreign-related 
institutions). Excludes International banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; small domestic 
and foreign-related Institutions are estimated based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired In mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash Items In process of collection, demand balances due from depository Institutions In the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which Is Included In line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; lor all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values In line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates lor all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal • 

. 9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is included In line 23. 

1 o. Assets Jess liabilities. This balancing item Is not Intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a season any adjusted basis this item reflects any differences 
in the seasonal patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

May 20. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types ol institutions in the fifty states and the District ol Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data lor small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. · 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data lor small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put Into past data 
tor the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

s. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values In line 11. The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital lor use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this Item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.8 (510) Page 13 

May 27,1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies offoreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data lor small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items In process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

June 3, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes International banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro ra(a averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data lor small domestic banks and foreign-related Institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted lor breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data lor small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data lor small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on repprted data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
lor the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data lor acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data tor a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists ollederallunds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States .. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; lor all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11. The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

June 10. 199·1 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the lilly states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic bnnks constitute a universe; 
data lor small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data lor small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment lor mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimnted quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data lor acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to. reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data lor a 
sample of small bnnks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to. reverse RPs with. and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash ilems in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign ollices. which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income. reserves lor losses on loans and leases, and reserves lor transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

a. Estimated with partial data; lor all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates lor all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally Lldjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due·to position with relLited foreign offices. which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended LIS a measure of equity capital lor use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects <~ny dllerences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 

Digitized for FRASER 
http://fraser.stlouisfed.org/ 
Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

1994-06-10 | Reported as of June 1, 1994



H.8{510) Page 13 

June 17. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic}; 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment lor mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves lor losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11. The seasonally adjusted aggregates lor all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 

patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 

Digitized for FRASER 
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H.8 (510) Page 13 

June 24. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data lor small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data lor small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
lor the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included In line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in fines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 

Digitized for FRASER 
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H.8 (510) Page 13 

July 1. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe: 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data lor a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks. and other cash 

assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; lor all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11. The seasonally adjusted aggregates lor all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign oflices, which is included in line 23. 

10. 'This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 

patterns estimated lor total assets and total liabilities. 

Digitized for FRASER 
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H.B (510) Page r:-1 

July 8. 1994 

Footnotes 

Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic}; 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign .. related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted lor breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data lor small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment lor mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data lor a 
sample ot small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from qua.1erly Call Reports. 

4. Consists ollederal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

a. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums ot seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the saasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 

Digitized for FRASER 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

July 15. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the filly states and the District ol Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7 -B and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment lor mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet Items acquired In mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
lor the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

3. Consists ol reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data lor a 
sample ol small banks multiplied by the share ol security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository Institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves lor losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 

Digitized for FRASER 
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H.a (51 0J Page 13 

July 22. 1!.194 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions In the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State Investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related Institutions). Excludes International banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data lor small domestic banks and foreign-related Institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted lor breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects ol mergers between these two groups. The data lor small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7·8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment lor mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet Items acquired In mergers are removed from past data lor the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group contamlng the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data lor acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reve1se RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data lor a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans In other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash. cash Items In process of collection, demand balances due from depository Institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banli.s, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which Is Included In line 23. 

1. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these Items. 

B. Estimated wlth partial data: for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values In line 1 1. The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lim•s II and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is Included In line 23. 

1 o. This balancing Item Is not Intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this Item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
panerns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 

Digitized for FRASER 
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H.S (510) Page 13 

July 29, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State Investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired In mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data lor a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans In other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash Items In process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions In the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks. and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which i~ included In line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

e. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is inc;:luded In line 23. 

10. This balancing Item Is not Intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 

patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 

Digitized for FRASER 
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Page 13 

AugustS. t994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data lor small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data tor small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from calf reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, oonsists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves lor transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 1t and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

August 12, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and lmge 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data lor a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due. from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 

patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.8(510) Page 13 

August19, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic): branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe: 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; lor all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included In line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated lor total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.a (510} Page 13 

August26. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions}. Excludes International banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related Institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted lor breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet Items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
lor the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate ol other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

e. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

September 2. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic): 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe: 
data for small domestic banks and loreign·related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liobilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment lor mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.8 (510) Page 13 

September 9, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered com.mercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related Institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7 ·8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items In process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-lrom position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves lor transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

a. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates lor all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.8 (510) Page 13 

September 16, 1994 

Footnotes 

Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
dornHstic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2 Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-lrom position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes uneamed income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.8 (510) Page 13 

September 23, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State Investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data lor small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7 ·B and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data lor the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put Into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans In other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash Items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository Institutions In the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included In line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans an
1
d leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported grass of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values In line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are nat necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign olllces, which Is Included In line 23. 

10. This balancing Item Is not Intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this Item reflects any differences In the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

September 30, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report·of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balarce sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

a. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values In line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item Is not Intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this Item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B(510) Page13 

October 7, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers lh~:~ following types of institutions in the lilty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related Institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data tor small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet Items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put Into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data lor acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ra!io procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans In other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash Items In process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included In line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases. and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

B. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values In fine 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates lor all commercial banks In lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is included In line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not Intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reHects any dfferences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

October 14. 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report ol condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
{foreign-related Institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet Items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data tor a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions In the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included In line 23. 

7. Exclud11s unearn11d income, r11serves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data: for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates lor all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 

sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included In line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital lor use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 

patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (51 0) Page 13 

October 21, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7 ·8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put Into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign otfices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

October 20, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chnrtered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic): branches and agencies of foreign banks, Now York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related Institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estinmtod effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put Into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure Is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository Institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and teserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values In line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 

sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 

patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

November 4, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestic~lly chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State Investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related Institutions). Excludes International banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired In mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put Into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure Is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, wrich is included In line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

a. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11. The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is Included In line 23. 

1 o. This balancing Item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences In the seasonal 

patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

November 14, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic): 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted lor breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are allected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired In mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
lor the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data tor acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a-ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11. The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 1 t and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. ' 
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H.a (510) Page 13 

November 18, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
{foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related Institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data lor small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7 ·8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included In line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves lor transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; lor all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values In line 11. The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign ofllces, which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B(510) Page 13 

November 25, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fihy states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes International banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign·related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small a.nd large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-10 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put Into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure Is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository Institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

B. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks In lines 11 and 21 are 

sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 

patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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December 9, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks In the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash Items In process of collection, demand balances due from depository Institutions In the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due·from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

a. Estimated with partial data; tor all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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December 16, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of Institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related Institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment lor mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put Into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and cprry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11. The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in lin a 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 

patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.8 (510) Page 13 

December 23, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contalned the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included In line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

B. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constralned to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

1 o. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 

patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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H.B (510) Page 13 

December 30, 1994 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9-1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of small banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercia! banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

7. Excludes unearned income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

8. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values in line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks in lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which is included in line 23. 

10. This balancing item is not intended as a measure of equity capital for use in capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any differences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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January 6, 1995 

Footnotes 

1. Covers the following types of institutions in the fifty states and the District of Columbia: domestically chartered commercial banks that submit a weekly report of condition (large domestic); 
other domestically chartered commercial banks (small domestic); branches and agencies of foreign banks, New York State investment companies, and Edge Act and agreement corporations 
(foreign-related institutions). Excludes international banking facilities. Data are Wednesday values or pro rata averages of Wednesday values. Large domestic banks constitute a universe; 
data for small domestic banks and foreign-related institutions are estimates based on weekly samples and on quarter-end condition reports. Data are adjusted for breaks caused by 
reclassifications of assets and liabilities. 

The data for small and large domestic banks presented on pages 5 and 6 are adjusted to remove the estimated effects of mergers between these two groups. The data for small and large 
domestic banks presented on pages 7-8 and pages 9·1 0 are based on reported data and are affected by mergers. The adjustment for mergers changes past levels to make them comparable 
with current levels. Estimated quantities of balance sheet items acquired in mergers are removed from past data for the bank group that contained the acquired bank and put into past data 
for the group containing the acquiring bank. Balance sheet data for acquired banks are obtained from call reports, and a ratio procedure is used to adjust past levels. 

2. Excludes federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

3. Consists of reverse RPs with broker-dealers and loans to purchase and carry securities. For small domestic banks, consists of an estimate of other loans derived from weekly data for a 
sample of sn;all banks multiplied by the share of security loans in other loans, calculated from quarterly Call Reports. 

4. Consists of federal funds sold to, reverse RPs with, and loans to commercial banks in the United States. 

5. Includes vault cash, cash items in process of collection, demand balances due from depository institutions in the United States, balances due from Federal Reserve Banks, and other cash 
assets. 

6. Excludes the due-from position with related foreign offices, which Is Included In line 23. 

1. Excludes unearned Income, reserves for losses on loans and leases, and reserves for transfer risk. Loans are reported gross of these items. 

s. Estimated with partial data; for all banks, not seasonally adjusted, constrained to equal values In line 11.The seasonally adjusted aggregates for all commercial banks In lines 11 and 21 are 
sums of seasonally adjusted components and are not necessarily equal. 

9. Excludes the due-to position with related foreign offices, which Is Included In One 23. 

10. This balancing Item Is not Intended as a measure of equity capital for use In capital adequacy analysis. On a seasonally adjusted basis this item reflects any clfferences in the seasonal 
patterns estimated for total assets and total liabilities. 
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